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Abstract

In this paper� we propose a new strati�cation test for linear�time temporal logic
programs� More speci�cally� we extend the cycle�sum test �Ron��� to take into
account negatively signed edges in the cycle�sum graph� In this way we broaden the
class of temporal logic programs which are acceptable by the test� Moreover� we
demonstrate that the cycle�sum test can be used to decide local stati�cation for a
broad class of temporal logic programs�

Keywords� Temporal Logic Programming� Negation� Strati�cation� Programming
Languages� Deductive Databases�

� Introduction

One of the most interesting and profound research topics in logic programming� is the
study of negation �PP��� AB���� However� most of the research results in this area
concern classical logic programming languages� Recent research �Ron��� undertakes the
study of strati�ed negation in temporal logic programming� In this paper� we extend
the results obtained in �Ron��� to cover a broader class of temporal logic programs�

In �Ron��� a test has been proposed for identifying linear	time temporal logic pro	
grams that are locally strati�ed� A locally strati�ed program is guaranteed to have a
unique intended model� which is called the perfect model of this program� The test has
been named cycle�sum test� as is has been inspired by the homonymous test proposed by
W� W� Wadge �Wad
�� for detecting deadlocks in the context of data�ow programming�
The test of �Ron��� constructs the so	called cycle�sum graph� a labeled directed graph
whose nodes are program predicates� In this graph� there is an edge from a predicate p
to a predicate q whenever there is a program clause whose head predicate is p and whose
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body contains an atom with predicate q� The label of an edge indicates the temporal
di�erence between the two corresponding temporal atoms� A linear	time temporal logic
program passes the test if all the cycles in the graph have positive sums of weights�
However� the construction of this graph does not take into consideration the negated
atoms of the source program� It is therefore possible as pointed out in �Ron���� that
certain positive programs will not pass the test� For example� consider the program�

first p�a��

p�X� � next p�X��

This program will not pass the test since its cycle sum graph contains a cycle with weight
��� but it obviously has a well	de�ned meaning under the standard semantics of temporal
logic programming� In this paper we remedy the above de�ciency by augmenting the
cycle	sum graph with additional information and by devising an extended cycle	sum
test�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� section � contains background material�
Section � presents an extended cycle	sum test based on a more sophisticated cycle	sum
graph� Section � demonstrates the correctness of the new test and section � concludes
the paper by giving pointers to future work�

� Preliminaries

The temporal logic programming language we consider here is Chronolog �Wad

� OW��a�
OW��b�� The syntax of Chronolog programs is an extension of the syntax of classical
logic programs �Llo
�� with two temporal operators� namely �rst and next� A temporal

reference is a sequence possibly empty� of the above operators� We will often write
nextk to represent a sequence of k next operators� A canonical temporal reference is a
temporal reference of the form �rst nextk� where k � �� An open temporal reference is
a temporal reference of the form nextk� A temporal atom is an atom preceded by either
a canonical or an open temporal reference�

In this paper we consider an extension of Chronolog that allows negation in the
bodies of the rules of a program and any reference to Chronolog in the rest of the paper
will concern this particular extension��

A temporal clause in Chronolog is a formula of the form�

H� A�� � � � �An��B�� � � � ��Bm�

where H�A�� � � � �An�B�� � � � �Bm are temporal atoms and n�m � �� If n � m � �� the
clause is said to be a unit temporal clause� A temporal program is a �nite set of temporal

clauses�
Chronolog is based on the relatively simple temporal logic TL� which uses a linear

and discrete notion of time with unbounded future� The set of time moments can then
be modeled by the set N of natural numbers� The operator �rst is used to express the
�rst moment in time i�e� time ��� while next refers to the next moment in time� The
syntax of the formulas of TL is an extension of the syntax of �rst	order logic with two
formation rules� if A is a formula� then so are �rst A and next A�

The semantics of temporal formulas of TL are given using the notion of temporal

interpretation �OW��a� OW��b��



De�nition ���� A temporal interpretation I of the temporal logic TL comprises a non	
empty set D� called the domain of the interpretation� over which the variables range�
together with an element of D for each variable� for each n	ary function symbol� an
element of �Dn � D�� and for each n	ary predicate symbol� an element of �N � �D

n

��

In the following de�nition� the satisfaction relation j� is de�ned in terms of temporal
interpretations� j�I�t A denotes that a formulaA is true at a moment t in some temporal
interpretation I �

De�nition ���� The semantics of the elements of the temporal logic TL are given
inductively as follows�

�� If fe�� � � � � en��� is a term� then Ife�� � � � � en���� � If�Ie��� � � � � Ien�����

�� For any n	ary predicate symbol p and terms e�� � � � � en���

j�I�t pe�� � � � � en��� i� hIe��� � � � � Ien���i � Ip�t�

�� j�I�t �A i� it is not the case that j�I�t A

�� j�I�t A �B i� j�I�t A and j�I�t B

�� j�I�t �x�A i� j�I �d�x��t A for all d � D� where the interpretation I �d�x� is the

same as I except that the variable x is assigned the element d�

�� j�I�t �rst A i� j�I�� A

�� j�I�t next A i� j�I�t�� A

If a formula A is true in a temporal interpretation I at all moments in time� it is
said to be true in I we write j�I A� and I is called a model of A�

The semantics of Chronolog are de�ned in terms of temporal Herbrand interpreta�

tions� A notion that is crucial in the discussion that follows� is that of canonical atom�

De�nition ���� A canonical temporal atom is a temporal atom whose temporal refer	
ence is canonical�

As in the theory of classical logic programming �Llo
��� the set UP generated by
constant and function symbols that appear in P� called Herbrand universe� is used to
de�ne temporal Herbrand interpretations� Temporal Herbrand interpretations can be
regarded as subsets of the temporal Herbrand Base BP of P� consisting of all ground
canonical temporal atoms whose predicate symbols appear in P and whose arguments
are terms in the Herbrand universe UP of P� In particular� given a subset H of BP� we
can de�ne a Herbrand interpretation I by the following�

he�� � � � � en��i � Ip�t� i� �rst nextt pe�� � � � � en��� � H

A temporal Herbrand model is a temporal Herbrand interpretation� which is a model of
the program� In the rest of the paper when we refer to a �model of a program� we
always mean a Herbrand model�



� The Extended Cycle Sum Test

In this section we present an extension of the cycle	sum test �Ron���� For this purpose�
the following de�nitions are needed�

De�nition ���� Let A be a temporal atom� Then� timeA� is the temporal reference
of A�

De�nition ���� Let P be a Chronolog program and C be a clause in P� Let H be the
head of C and A be an atom in the body of C� The temporal di�erence dif between H

and A is de�ned as follows�

difH�A� �

�����
����

k �m� if timeH� � �rst nextk and timeA� � �rst nextm

k �m� if timeH� � nextk and timeA� � nextm

k �m� if timeH� � nextk and timeA� � �rst nextm

��� if timeH� � �rst nextk and timeA� � nextm

Intuitively� the value of difH�A� expresses a lower bound on how far ie� how many
time	points� the head H of a clause leads the atom A in the body of the clause� In
particular� the value �� used in the last case of the above de�nition� signi�es that in
this case it is not possible to determine a �nite integer value by which the head leads the
atom in the body in the worst case because the head refers to a speci�c moment in time
while the atom in the body has an open temporal reference�� The following de�nition
formalizes the notion of the extended cycle�sum graph of a given Chronolog program�

De�nition ���� Let P be a given Chronolog program� The extended cycle�sum graph of
P is a directed weighted multi	graph with self	loops CGP � V�E�� The set V of vertices
of CGP is the set of predicate symbols appearing in P� The set E of edges consists of
triples p�q� l�� where p�q � V and l � Z 	 f��g� 
 f���g� An edge p�q� hw� si�
belongs to E if there exists a clause in P with an atom H as its head and an atom A in
its body� such that the predicate symbol of H is p and the predicate symbol of A is q�
w � difH�A�� s � ��� if A occurs negatively in the clause body and s � ��� otherwise�

We can now state the extended cycle	sum test�

De�nition ���� A Chronolog program P passes the extended cycle sum test if in
any strongly connected component containing a negatively signed edge the following
conditions both hold�

�� The sum of weights across every cycle in CGP is non	negative�

�� Every cycle which has a zero sum of weights does not contain a negatively signed
edge�

There are some important aspects which di�erentiate the extended cycle	sum test
from the initial one�

� The test is de�ned directly on Chronolog programs instead of the so	called time	
classical ones �Ron���� Time	classical programs correspond to a translation of
Chronolog programs into equivalent classical logic programs�



� The extended cycle	sum graph contains additional information related to the oc	
currences of negative atoms in the bodies of the source program clauses�

� The extended cycle	sum test only examines those strongly connected components
of the cycle	sum graph which contain negatively signed edges�

In the next section we provide a theoretical justi�cation of the extended cycle	sum
test�

� Correctness of the Extended Cycle Sum Test

In the following� we demonstrate that a Chronolog program accepted by the extended
cycle	sum test is locally strati�ed� The following de�nitions are required notice that
these de�nitions are the temporal analogs of the corresponding ones for classical logic
programs �PP�����

De�nition ���� Let P be a Chronolog program� The dependency graph DGP of P is
a graph whose vertex set is the temporal Herbrand base BP of P and whose edges are
determined as follows� if A and B are two atoms in BP� there exists a directed edge
from A to B if and only if there exists a canonical temporal instance of a clause in P

whose head is A and one of whose premises is either B or �B� In the latter case� the
edge is called negative�

De�nition ���� Let P be a Chronolog program with negation�� For any two canonical
temporal ground atoms A and B in BP we write A � B if there exists a directed walk
in the dependency graph of P leading from A to B and passing through at least one
negative edge� We call the relation � the priority relation between canonical ground
atoms�

The notions of local strati�cation and perfect model for Chronolog programs are
straightforward extensions of the ones for classical logic programs �Prz

�� and it can
be proved that any locally strati�ed Chronolog program has a unique perfect model�
Moreover� the following theorem provides an alternative de�nition for local strati�cation
in Chronolog actually it is a temporal analog of a theorem presented in �PP�����

Theorem ��� A Chronolog program P is locally strati�ed if and only if every increasing

sequence of canonical temporal ground atoms under � is �nite�

The following theorem demonstrates that programs passing the cycle sum test are locally
strati�ed�

Theorem ��� Let P be a Chronolog program that passes the extended cycle sum test�

Then P is locally strati�ed�

Proof� Sketch� Assume that P is not locally strati�ed� By Theorem ���� this means
that there exists an in�nite increasing sequence A� � A� � � � � of canonical atoms of the
temporal Herbrand base of P� Since the program contains a �nite set of predicate names�
there exists an in�nite subsequence of the form �rst nextk� p� � �� � �rst nextk� p� � ��
� � � �� i�e�� a subsequence in which all atoms have the same predicate� There must be



some i such that ki�� � ki� It is easy to check that this implies the existence of a closed
walk in the cycle	sum graph which contains a negatively signed edge and has non	positive
sum of weights equal to ki� ki���� Moreover this closed walk is entirely contained in a
single strongly connected component� This closed walk can be decomposed into a set of
simple cycles� There are two cases�

� Either there exists a cycle with negative sum of weights� or

� all cycles of the walk have zero sum of weights and at least one of these cycles
contains a negatively signed edge��

In both cases� the cycle	sum test will fail for P�

Corollary ��� Let P be a Chronolog program that passes the extended cycle sum test�

Then P has a unique perfect model�

Theorem ��� Let P be a propositional Chronolog program in which all non�unit clauses

contain only open temporal atoms� Then� P passes the extended cycle sum test if and

only if P is locally strati�ed�

Proof� Sketch� The one direction is theorem ���� For the other direction assume that
P fails to pass the extended cycle	sum test� Then� it is easy to prove that we can always
construct a closed walk with non	positive sum of weights that contains a negatively
signed edge� since a non	positive cycle and a negatively signed edge appear in the same
strongly connected component� Let p be a propositional atom that corresponds to a
node in this closed walk� Then� for some su�ciently large integer k� there exists a walk
in the dependency graph from �rst nextk p to �rst nextk�d p with d � � that contains
a negative edge� This can be obtained by following the edges of the closed walk in the
extended cycle some graph� Thus �rst nextk p � �rst nextk�d p� Repeating the same
construction one can create an in�nitely increasing sequence of canonical propositional
temporal atoms� Therefore� P is not locally strati�ed�

Corollary ��� The local strati�cation problem for Chronolog programs without function

symbols� in which all non�unit clauses contain only open temporal atoms� is decidable�

Notice that the local strati�cation problem for the general logic programs and thus
for Chronolog programs� is undecidable �CB���� The above corollary does not mean that
we can decide local strati�cation of a Chronolog program without function symbols by
directly applying the extended cycle	sum test to it� The decision method in that case
requires to apply the test to the program obtained by taking the ground instantiation of
the clauses of the initial program and replacing each ground atom with a propositional
symbol�

� Future Work

In this paper we have extended the cycle sum test for temporal logic programs with
negation� Programs that pass the test are guaranteed to have a well	de�ned meaning�
In particular� the test represents an application of the notion of local strati�cation in
the context of temporal logic programming�



Another interesting topic for further research would be the consideration of other
temporal logic programming languages that use an extended set of temporal operators
or that are based on di�erent notions of time� One interesting such case is that of
branching�time logic programming �RGP�
� in which the set of possible worlds of the
underlying branching	time logic is the set of lists of natural numbers� Such a language
would require a more powerful cycle test which would have to be applicable to the more
complicated underlying set of possible worlds�
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